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Abstract 
Since the dawn of the history, the fable is one of the 

most lovely literary genres  which  keeps of all those who 

either hear, recite, or read it amused. However, it is 

considered to be  Children Literature, but it is read and 

examined by the majority of adult readers; because of its 

enjoyable uniqueness. 

This paper tries to shed light on  the fable in Geoffrey 

Chaucer‘s The  Nun‟s priest‟s Tale and Rudyard Kipling‘s 

―Rikki-Tikki-Tavi‖.  In addition, it  attempts to  study the  

fable and its origin as a literary genre, then it would   

illustrate the  use of fable in both, the Tale and the short 

story of Kipling.  Moreover  it would lend a hand to present  

an idea about the differences and similarities between both 

works. And finally  the conclusion ,which would   sum up  

the findings of the study. 
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I. Fable  
The gorgeous work  that amuses, entertains and  keeps busy 

every one not only children but also the child in every adult is 

Fable. Chris Baldick defines the fable as: 
A brief tale in verse or prose that conveys a moral 

lesson, usually by giving human speech and manners to 

animals and inanimate things. Fables often conclude 

with moral, delivered in a form of epigram. A very old 

form of story related to  folklore and proverbs. The fable 

in Europe descends from tales attributed to Aesop, a 

Greek slave in the 6
th

 century BCE: his fable of the fox 

and the grapes has given us the ―sour grapes‖. An Indian 

collection, the Bidpai, dates back to about 300 CE.The 

French fabulist La Fonntaine revived the form in the 

17
th

 century with his witty verse adaptations of Greek 

Fable. More recent examples are Rudyard Kipling‘s Just 

So Stories(1902), James Thurber‘s Fable of Our Time 

(1940), and George Orwell‘s Animal Farm (1945) 

(Baldick:123). 

Fable is the work that appeals to all people, no matter 

about how old they are and regardless of  their levels, and their 

backgrounds. And the majority of these genre are  musing. One 

can easily watch their animation movies in cartoon, digital, and 

the marionettes and puppet  shows. 

I.i.The Earliest Fable 

The beast fables, stories about animals who act like human 

beings and suggest a moral lesson, were the  earliest fables. 
Fable, a term most commonly used in the sense of a 

short story devised to convey  some useful moral lesson, 

but often carrying with it associations of the marvelous  

or mythical, and frequently employing animals as a 

characters. Aesop‘s fables and the Reynard the fox 

series were well known and imitated in Britain by 

Chaucer, Henryson and others, and La Fontaine, the 

greatest of modern fable writer, was imitated by Gay. 

Mandeville‘s The Fable Of The Bees, Swift‘s Gulliver‟s 
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Travels and Orwell‘s Animal Farm may be described as 

satirical fables ( Drabble:335). 

The Greek slave Aesop (ca.620-560 B.C.) is, of course, the 

great exemple here. Through his dogs and crows, foxes and lions, 

he speaks warning wisdom that is still taken to heart.  The moral 

is clearly stated at the end. A  fable needs not have animals as 

actors, but it must always have a moral, implicit  or explicit: that 

is its chief identifying characteristic . The idea of presenting a 

story in which beasts act as human beings, and so giving  moral 

lessons from a world thus turned upside down, goes back as far 

as Greek literature, and is associated with the name of Aesop in 

the sixth century B.C. In these fables the fox is always the 

embodiment of treachery (J.B. Tarapp etal:176). 
Aesop (620?-560?BC), ancient Greek writer of fables, 

who is supposed to have been a freed slave from Thrace. 

His name became attached to a collection of beast fables 

long transmitted through oral tradition. The beast fables 

are part of the common culture of the Indo-European 

peoples and constitute perhaps the most widely read 

collection of fables in world literature. Many of Aesop's 

fables were rewritten in Greek verse by the poet Babrius, 

probably a Hellenized Roman of the 1st or 2nd century 

AD, and in Latin verse by the Roman poet Phaedrus in 

the 1st century A. D. The collection that now bears 

Aesop's name consists for the most part of later prose 

paraphrases of the fables of Babrius (Encarta 

Encyclopedia  ―Aesop‖). 

I.ii. African Fable 

Fable is the genre that can be found in different cultures 

around the world. 

It was the oral stories  in Africa that were told by the 

word of mouth and its characters were, apparently , 

animals of this area. 
Fable from the oral literature of west Africa featured a 

trickster character, either a snake or a spider or a hare. 
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The trickster hare is an ancestor of Brer Rabbit in Joel 

Chandler Harris‘s Uncle Remus stories. Other collection 

of fables include the Bidpai; traditional fable from India; 

Just So Stories by Rudyard Kipling; and in a more 

satirical vein, James Thurber‘s original fable, Fables 

For Our Time and More Fable of Our Time. George 

Orwell‘s satire, Animal Farm, has also been called a 

fable(although a complicated one) because of its animal 

characters‖(Morner and Rausch:79) 

I. iii. Eastern Fable 
India ―Jewel of the East (N,Applebee:399)‖ ,which is  the 

source of eastern culture has its own fable which  had begun 

since the dawn of the history. 
Panchatantra, the oldest extant collection of fables in 

Sanskrit literature. Dating probably from the 3rd century 

BC to the 4th century AD, it is based on still earlier 

collections of folk tales. The Panchatantra is attributed 

to Indian writer Vishnusharman. The fables, primarily 

about animals, are organized into five books on such 

topics as winning friends, losing property, and waging 

war. They were originally intended to instruct a young 

prince in the conduct that would ensure his worldly 

success. The Sanskrit original is lost, but the 

Panchatantra was translated into the major languages of 

Europe and Southeast Asia and has influenced the 

folktales of those regions ( Encarta ―Panchatantre”)  

It is believed that India is the starting place where the 

world fables tried to supply with including the English, and 

,specially, in the early colonization. ―The body of the 

Renaissance travel writing reveals a domestication of fable into 

fact‖ (Tarrp etal:544). 

Walt Whitman also believes that India represents the east 

with its myths as he used it in his poem  ―A Passage To India‖, 

and it is also believed that it is  not only the west that is 

influenced by  this ethnicity but also the Arabs. Kalilah and 
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Dimnah, the Arabian book of fables was written as a translated 

form of  the Indian Fable Bidpai. 
Bidpia or Pilpay, The Fable of, or Kalilah and Dimnah , 

is the title of the Arabic Version of a lost original of the 

Panchatantra, a celebrated Sanskrit collection of fables, 

the source of much European folklore. ‗Bidpia‘ is a 

corruption  of ‗bidbah‘ the appellation of the chief 

scholar at the court of an Indian prince. 

The fables were translated into many European 

languages,… A recent version, Kalilah and Dimna: 

Selected Fables of Bidipia(1980) by Ramsay Wood, has 

an introduction by D. Lessing describing the history of 

the tales and their naturalization in other cultures 

(Drabble:100). 

Abdullah Ibn al-Mukaffa  was the author of this collection 

of Arabian fables. It is ―one of the most popular books ever 

written is the book the Arabs know as Kalila wa Dimna, a 

bestseller for almost two thousand years, and a book that is still 

read with pleasure all  over the Arab world‖ 

(www.saudiaramcoworld.com) 

After the Muslim conquest of Persia and the Near East, 

three hundred years after the writing of Bidipia, a Persian convert 

to Islam named Ibn al- mukaffa, his real name was Burzoe‘s 

Pehlave, translated it into Arabic with a very clear style, that it is 

still considered as a model of Arabic prose(ibid). 

I.iv. Europeaan Fables 

Geoffrey Chaucer, who is imitated by many other writers, 

the father of English language and poetry had written the earliest 

English fable in his Canterbury Tales. 
The best-known early fable in English is the Nun‘s 

Priest‘s Tale in Thw Canterbury Tales by the English 

poet Geoffreuy Chaucer. Another English writer of 

fables was John Gay, whose Fables (first series, 1727; 
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second series, 1738) are written in sprightly verse and 

characterized by great originality and wit 

  Other important modern European fabulists include the 

18th-century Spanish poet Tomás de Iriarte y Oropesa, 

author of Fábulas literarias (Literary Fables, 1782); and 

the famous 19th-century Danish writer Hans Christian 

Andersen, many of whose fairy tales are actually fables. 

In the United States a contemporary form of fable 

developed, the chief exponents of which included 

Ambrose Bierce (Fantastic Fables, 1899), George Ade 

(Fables in Slang, 1900), James Thurber (Fables for Our 

Time, 1940), and William Saroyan (Fables, 1941) 

(Encarta ―Fable‖) 

The French Fable is represented by, French writer,  Jean de 

La Fontaine (1621-1695) who produced the most famous fables 

of modern times. His work influenced many later writers. His 

fables are distinguished by vivid and artful narration and by the 

subtlety and range of their author's understanding of life.  Though 

his works of art have as their sources The Decameron of 

Giovanni Boccaccio, L'heptaméron (1559; The Heptaméron) of 

Margaret of Navarre, and Les cent nouvelles nouvelles (One 

Hundred New Tales), reputedly by Antoine de La Salle,  La 

Fontaine restated the stories of these earlier authors with 

considerable variation and with unique energy and wit (Encarta 

―Jean de La Fontaine‖). 

La Fontaine  revived  this genre in the seventeenth century 

by his witty fashion and techniques, even though  fables were 

written in monasteries During the medieval period, and few if 

any consequence have survived. The writing of fables was 

revived in France during the 12th century, and from that time on 

the fable literature of France was more prolific than that of any 

other European country. the most important poet in the 12
th

 

century Marie de France. Between the 12th and 14th centuries a 

popular collection of animal fables entitled Roman de Renart 
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appeared in France, the principal character of which was a wily 

fox known as Reynard  (Encarta ―Fable‖). 

Influenced by La Fontaine the eighteenth century  

Germanic Fable represented by Gotthold Ephraim Lessing 

appeared (ibid). 

Another English writer of fables was John Gay, whose 

Fables (first series, 1727; second series, 1738) were written in 

sprightly verse and are characterized by great originality and wit 

(Ousby:361). Another important modern European fabulist is the 

18th-century Spanish poet Togmás de Iriarte y Oropesa, author 

of Fábulas literarias (Literary Fables, 1782) (Encarta‖Fable‖). 

Kipling, Rudyard (1865-1916) showed unusual sympathy 

with the children he was partly writing for (Ousby:511).  In the 

United States a contemporary form of fable developed, the chief 

exponents of which included Ambrose Bierce (Fantastic Fables, 

1899) (ibid:86), George Ade achieved success with his extensive 

use of  colloquialism  in (Fables in Slang, 1900) (ibid:7). James 

Thurber (Fables for Our Time, 1940), and William Saroyan 

(Fables, 1941) (Encarta :‖Fable‖). 

Fable is  the  only one of its kind that will amuse all, 

beyond dispute, unlike modern category of amusing type which 

may use other prohibited  subjects, according to some beliefs,  to 

get their goals of amusement. 

II. Joseph Rudyard Kipling (1865- 1936) 

       Authentic writings, whether it is poetry or prose, 

elevate their author to be a well known figure even when it was 

not the time of net and satellites. Kipling was born in 1865, 

Bombay, India. As he was taken to England he came back to 

India in 1882  and worked as a journalist. Between 1887-1889  

he brought out six volumes of short stories. When came back to 

England his reputation had preceded him, and this reputation was 

redoubled upon the publication of ―Barrack Room Ballad‖ in 
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1892. After marrying Caroline he stayed in America and there he 

published his books The Jungle Book (1894), The Second Jungle 

Book (1895), Captain Courageous (1897), and Kim (1901) 

(Webster‟s Dictionary:  ―Kipling‖). 

The  English novelist, short story writer, and poet,  was 

well known for children stories and tales about soldiers in India 

and Burma . His stories were characterized by subtler if less  

amazing technical talent to the exploration of deeper thought 

sometimes more confusing themes. There is much  in Kipling‘s 

later art to limit its popular appeal. It is compressed oval in 

manner and serious in many of its themes. But that his reputation 

among informed critics should have declined steadily during his 

life time can scarcely be accounted for except in terms of 

political prejudice (Encyclopedia Britannica “Kipling”). 

He published lots of poems while he was a teenager. His 

first book Schoolboy Lyrics. In 1889 he became foreign 

correspondent for the Allahabad pioneer and began travelling to 

China, Japan, America, Australia and Africa that helped him to 

observe into the African affairs not only Indian affairs, and he 

declined several honours (Schmidt:15). 

In 1886, his light verse for newspaper was collected in 

Departmental Ditties. Though the real mark that paved the way 

for his return to England was Plain Tale from The Hills (1888) 

(ibid).  Kipling‘s poems also share his stories their characters and 

themes, and one may locate his poem ―The Law of the Jungle”, 

that he was influenced  by the eastern culture and the 

colonization.    W.H. Auden had selected this poem in addition to 

other six poems including, ―M‘Andrew‘s Hymn‖, ―My new- cut 

ashlar‖ and ―Song of the Galley-Slaves‖ (Auden:574-591). ―My 

Boy Jack‖ , which he wrote after the death of his son, was  his 

poem which reflects the generalized loss (.Schmidt:15) 
Kipling is regarded as one of the greatest English 

short-story writers. As a poet he is remarkable for 
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rhymed verse written in the slang used by the ordinary 

British soldier. His writings consistently project three 

ideas: intense patriotism, the duty of the English to lead 

lives of strenuous activity, and England's destiny to 

become a great empire. His insistent imperialism was an 

echo of the Victorian past of England ( Encarta 

‖Kipling‖)  

His works  have captured the attentions of the  movie makers that 

most of them were  either acted by real actors or animated as 

cartoon films. Indeed to the extent almost all the children around 

the world know who Mowgli is. 
The Jungle Book, animated motion picture about a boy 

raised by wolves, produced by Walt Disney. Released in 

1967, this box-office hit was based on Rudyard 

Kipling‘s stories about the boy Mowgli‘s adventures in a 

remote area of India. Mowgli (voiced by Bruce 

Reitherman) meets a series of amusing characters before 

he decides he must leave the jungle in order to become a 

man. Jazz musician Louie Prima plays King Louie of the 

apes and Phil Harris plays Baloo the bear (Encarta ―The 

Jungle Book‖). 

He had got a noble Prize in literature in 1907(ibid). 

II.i. “Rikki Tikki Tavi”  
―Rikki-Tikki-Tavi‖ is Rudyard Kipling‘s  short story in 

The Jungle Book (1894)which is about the adventures of a valiant 

young mongoose. The story is a favourite of Kipling‘s admirers 

and is distinguished for its frightening and serious tone. Some 

epic features (sharp prosaic style, songs to the hero) added to the 

standard typology of hero defeating villain. It has often been 

anthologised and has also been published more than once as a 

short book in its own right. The story was also adapted into an 

animated TV specially by American animator Chuck Jones in 

1975 that same year the story was adapted as a Russian animated 

short film (www.wikipedia.com) 

http://www.answers.com/topic/rudyard-kipling
http://www.answers.com/topic/the-jungle-book
http://www.answers.com/topic/1894
http://www.answers.com/topic/mongoose-2
http://www.answers.com/topic/anthology
http://www.answers.com/topic/animation
http://www.answers.com/topic/united-states
http://www.answers.com/topic/chuck-jones
http://www.answers.com/topic/1975
http://www.answers.com/topic/russia
http://www.wikipedia.com/
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II.ii. The Plot 
An English family has moved to a bungalow in the jungles 

of India . They discover a young mongoose half drowned from a 

storm and decide to keep it as a pet. The young mongoose, 

named Rikki-Tikki by its new owner, soon finds himself 

confronted by two dangerous, murderous cobras, Nag (the word 

is Hindi for "cobra") and his even more dangerous mate Nagaina, 

who had the run of the garden while the house was unoccupied. 

After that first encounter with the cobras, Rikki's first true battle 

is with Krait, a dust brown snakeling who threatens the poor boy 

(Teddy). Although Rikki is inexperienced and the snake, because 

of its deadly venom and small size, is an even more dangerous 

foe than a cobra, the mongoose defeats him. 

At Nagaina's urging, Nag plans to kill the human family to 

get the house empty again so they can become king and queen of 

the garden. She also reminds him that their eggs would hatch 

soon (as they might the next day) and that their children will 

need room and quiet. Nag goes to the bathroom to wait to kill the 

"big man." Rikki, who sneaks in, grabs Nag by the head above 

the hood. Nag thrashes about furiously, and the noise wakes the 

man, who fires both barrels of a shotgun into Nag, blowing him 

into two pieces and almost hitting Rikki. Nag is then thrown on 

the rubbish heap, where Nagaina mourns for him and vows 

vengeance. 

Rikki, well aware of the threat, enlists a tailor bird, Darzee, 

to distract Nagaina while he searches for her eggs. However, as 

Rikki finds and destroys most of the brood (by stomping on the 

eggs), Nagaina approaches the family at the dinner table in the 

garden and threatens to kill the family's son with her poisonous 

bite. Alerted to the crisis, Rikki races to the family with the last 

egg in tow. Once there, he claims he killed Nag himself and 

shows the egg to distract Nagaina long enough for the man to 

http://www.answers.com/topic/england
http://www.answers.com/topic/bungalow
http://www.answers.com/topic/small-asian-mongoose
http://www.answers.com/topic/pet
http://www.answers.com/topic/indian-cobra-1
http://www.answers.com/topic/hindi
http://www.answers.com/topic/bungarus
http://www.answers.com/topic/common-krait
http://www.answers.com/topic/venom
http://www.answers.com/topic/foe
http://www.answers.com/topic/cobra
http://www.answers.com/topic/mongoose-2
http://www.answers.com/topic/shotgun
http://www.answers.com/topic/vengeance-5
http://www.answers.com/topic/tailorbird
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pull the boy to safety. Nagaina snatches the egg and flees to her 

hole, with Rikki in pursuit. The underground fight is not 

described, but after an agonizingly long time, Rikki comes out of 

the hole in triumph, having killed Nagaina. After this victory, 

Rikki spends the rest of his days defending the family garden 

where no snakes dare to enter (Applebee etal:386-399). 

Kipling has used a very knowledgeable  style, which is still 

loved and it appeals to all the readers and the viewers of this 

story, to advocate the thoughts  that he has believed in, which  

are accepted from the nineteenth century up to now. 

II.ii. Themes 
Any work of art should have a theme, and since this short 

story was written as a Children Literature, it should have two 

main elements firstly entertainment  and secondly  didacticism. 

Kipling could include them both by  the informative themes he 

comprised. 

II.ii.1. Courage 
To distribute the values of virtuous behavior, courage, is 

one such virtue displayed  by the hero, Rikki-tikki-tavi,. Rikki, 

knowing that he has to kill Nag in order to protect the human 

family, is fearful of the cobra's size and strength, but he  

triumphed over his fear  by his own courage, and he succeeded in 

killing the snake. He is rewarded for his courage by being 

considered a hero and given a permanent place in the home of the 

humans. The virtue of courage is further emphasized by the 

story's portrayal of shameful cowardliness; Chuchundra, the 

fearful muskrat who "never had spirit enough to run out into the 

middle of the room" is unable to overcome his fear and, 

therefore, brings out disregard from Rikki and the other garden 

creatures. 
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II.ii.2. Progress and Work 
Progress and hard work were idealized during The 

Industrial Revolution which took place In Victorian England and 

the British Empire expanded greatly. Kipling emphasizes the 

virtue of hard work by contrasting Rikki-Tikki-Tavi's heroic 

behavior with the "insensible" behaviour of Darzee. 

II.ii.3. Loyalty and Duty 
Influenced by the systems of honor and duty evangelized 

at the military prep school Kipling  attended in his late 

childhood. Loyalty  figures as a theme in "Rikki-Tikki-Tavi." 

Rikki is loyal to the human family that takes him in, and his 

loyalty drives him to protect them from the cobras, even to the 

point of risking death. When he attacks Nag Rikki also risks 

death out of a sense of duty regarding his heritage as a 

mongoose. 

II.ii.4. British Imperialism 
Victorian-era imperialism was not just the practice of 

colonization, but it reflected an attitude and philosophy of 
assumed British superiority, Kipling is well known for promoting 
British imperialism in his writing;  which reflects this cultural 
prejudice. The story makes clear that the family living in the 
bungalow in India is an English family, and it is intimated that 
Rikki is a very lucky mongoose for having been rescued by 
humans who are white— which dramatizes the British presence 
in India — is idealized and, in the specific use of the term "white 
men" portrayed as superior to the native cultures of India. The 
culture of the Indian people and their Hindu religion is further 
symbolically put down  in the story when Nag, the villain, is 
directly associated with the Hindu god Brahma. 

II.ii.5. Survival 
The survival of the British family implies both British 

superiority and British domination. Therefore  it is a motivating 
factor behind the action of all the characters , and it seems to be 
the only law that governs the fantasy world of the garden: the act 
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of killing, for example, is not against the laws of  the garden but 
is consistently portrayed as a means towards the more important 
goal of survival for both the heroic and villainous characters 
(www.answer.com). 

One can say that Teddy represents Kipling as he was a 

British-born government official. In addition to that Kipling has 

named the characters of his fable, which are animals, Indian 

names. These are  evidences which  can be  signs of his  attitude 

and philosophy of assumed British superiority. He confirms that 

human beings should be nice and kind to those who are lower in 

class even if the upper classes are their superiors. This is evident 

when Teddy‘s father asks Teddy not to put the mongoose in a 

cage and not to be harsh  in his treatment of such a creature. 

Almost all  critics do agree about Kipling‘s didactic 

themes in his works of prose that "Rikki-Tikki-Tavi"  seems to 

be a simple tale in which the hero and villains are clearly defined 

and good triumphs over evil. However,  the ways by which good 

and evil are defined and represented can serve to make a greater 

ideological point. Kipling, who wrote during the height of British 

imperial power, was a well-known promoter of British 

imperialism.  His ideologies were not absent from his children's 

stories. In the case of "Rikki-Tikki-Tavi," Kipling uses the 

cobras, Nag and Nagaina, as a symbol of evil in order to 

demonize the Hindu culture and thereby promote the British 

agenda of rule over India (Fernando.Tamara.answer.com). It 

seems that he was also influenced by Christianity that he depicts 

the villain as a snake. Also he was swayed by the Indian myths 

(ibid). 

According to other critics Kipling is the kind of author 

who believes and wants others to believe that the British 

colonialism is for the benefits of all, as he is so sensitive and 

intelligent writer, he could manage his ideology 

(Montefiore:299). 

http://www.answer.com/
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II.iii.  "Rikki- Tikki- Tavi " as a Fable. 
A short story which usually deals with animals and  

teaches a lesson. Kipling had utilized these animals to reproduce 

his  belief in imperial subject matters with other moral topics in 

addition to the entertainment which is the primary aim of 

Children Literature. 
         Fable, in literature, an anecdote with a moral in 

which the characters are animals behaving as humans. 

The fable was a popular literary genre in Greece, as in 

other countries, at all times. Quintilian observes that it 

appeals particularly to the simple and uneducated. It is 

not found in Homer, but occurs in Hesiod and 

Archilochus. By the end of the fifth century BC Greek 

fables were generally attributed to Aesop; they were 

probably written in prose. A collection of ‗Tales of 

Aesop‘ was made by Demetrius of Phalerum. The 

earliest surviving collection of fables is that of Babrius, 

probably of the second century AD, written in 

choliambic verse. It enjoyed wide popularity.  (Classical 

Literature Companionwww.crude-experts.com) 

This parable is a narrative not based on fact. It is imaginary 

that was handled cleverly by Kipling to amuse his readers and 

still doing so up to now. Even it might be an entertainment and 

often an oral account of a fictitious occurrence: anecdote, story, 

but it still captures the attentions of all its viewers, through the 

animations and movies of real actors in the American Cinema. 

Kipling had manipulated the animals and their moral 

constitution and their  natural disposition to teach, educate and 

instruct his readers various subjects. ―Fight for survival‖ and 

―law of the jungle‖ are drawn in this fable to reflect good versus 

evil. Children are also produced to different kinds of animals, 

their way of living, names and their positions. 

Unlike old and traditional fables, Kipling had not given his 

animal  characters human attitude. His beasts live two different 

http://www.answers.com/topic/archilochus
http://www.answers.com/topic/aesop
http://www.answers.com/topic/demetrius-in-the-bible
http://www.answers.com/topic/babrius
http://www.answers.com/library/Classical+Literature+Companion-cid-28512
http://www.answers.com/library/Classical+Literature+Companion-cid-28512
http://www.answers.com/topic/anecdote
http://www.answers.com/topic/story
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situations. Firstly they communicate with each other by their own 

language, secondly they behave in a very normal, usual and 

ordinary way while mixing with human beings. 

Using a simple narrative style, Kipling had written his 

fable to be effortlessly understood by the booklovers. ―Fable is  a 

fictitious story that uses animal characters to express or teach a 

moral lesson  (M Reitz. Joan: Fable)‖. 

Kipling turned out to be very talented . He had not been 

the first writer who was able to empathize (in this case it means 

to humanize) the animal world but he was definitely the first one 

who created the empire of animated animalistics – in spite of 

tautology-- in so picturesque and colourful tones. All the animals 

conduct themselves as people, have their own souls, and they 

have the same hierarchy of power as in human society. One may 

say it is a real projection from human society (Igor Burnashov, 

the Kazak National University). 

In spite of Kipling‘s imperialism and colonialism in this 

Fable, it should not be considered as only anti-human. The gifted 

author had fashioned it in a very distinctive way to represent the 

power of good and evil. What is more, this fable has shown the 

humanized animals in two different manners. Firstly, while these 

animals are in the middle of other animals are  humanized and 

having been animated, secondly, while being with human beings 

they (animals) act just like pets, which is so loved by the majority 

of children all over the world. 

According to his work, Kipling  can really be called a 

jingoist and this is enough to show that his human values 

dominated over his possible orthodoxy (ibid). 

One can see that not only the people who wanted to enrich 

themselves as a result of British imperial conquests but also those 

of them who created the Empire and worked together with the 

natives side by side have been depicted in Kipling‘s fable. 

http://lu.com/odlis/odlis_f.cfm#fiction
http://lu.com/odlis/odlis_c.cfm#character
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III. The Nun’s Priest’s Tale. 
The Nun‘s priest is one of the characters in The 

Canterbury  Tales of Geoffrey Chaucer written in  Middle 

English in 1387-1400.  He is one of three priests in the General 

Prologue given a bare mention after the Prioress. But only one 

Nun‘s Priest tells a tale ; and our only description of him comes 

from the Host , who calls him powerfully built and his tale is the 

eighteenth one and it comes as a response to ―The Monk‘s Tale‖. 

His tale is one of the twenty-four  stories of Chaucer‘s 

Tales, which might  have been written at any time after 

1381(there is a reference in it to the Peasants‘ Revolt of that 

year). It is based on an animal fable  which Chaucer probably 

found in one of the popular collections of stories concerning  

Reynard the Fox and his tricks which had began to be built into 

beast epics in the twelfth century. Preachers naturally found such 

stories useful in sermons. These would open with a text from  the 

Bible or other sacred  works. This tale, in the mouth of its teller, 

such a sermon, in a perfectly conventional form, with the lesson 

firmly stated at the end does not trust flatterers (Tarapp et 

al:176). 

However, Chaucer‘s Tales are fabulous and amazing 

works of art which are considered to be one of the main reasons 

behind the appearance  of the short stories of modern time. Hence 

the Nun‘s Priest‘s Tale is , also , more than a sermon or  a moral 

lesson. It is another  illustration of that quality which makes 

Chaucer one of the greatest poets in the language through his 

ability to work within  a convention and transform it.  Chaucer 

has taken two conventions -- the theory and practice of rhetoric 

and the beast fable -- which makes a spectacular distinction with 

the sparkling amusing, erudite tale of the Nun‘s Priest‘s Tale 

(ibid). 
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The Nun‘s Priest‘s Tale is written in a  the mock heroic 

epic style: 
Written in an ironically grand style that is comically 

incongruous with the ―low‖ or a trivial subject treated. 

This adjective is commonly  applied to mock epic, but 

serves also for  works or parts of works using the same 

comic method in various forms other than that of the 

full-scale mock-epic poem (Baldick:212).  

He has written his tale , ―The Nun‘s Priest‘s Tale‖, in a 

poetic language but it is filled with  different kinds of ironies, by 

the use of human aspects of these barnyard creatures, to show the 

absurdity of human ambitions (Coles Notes: 64). Furthermore the 

story is overflowing with the classical allusion ,with discussion 

about heavenly foreknowledge, and with a high moral tendency. 

It is a comic irony by being presented by a barnyard chicken. 

III.i. The Plot: 
When Chaunticleer, the cock, dreamt of a beast roaming 

his yard and was confused by that and by the hen, Pertelote, 

which said that it was cowardly of him, the cock, to be frightened 

by a dream. She added that it was because of eating too much, 

and she recommended a laxative  for him. He  disagreed with her 

and supported his  speech by quoting a few authors who maintain 

that dreams had very definite  meanings. Referring to a story of  

the two pilgrims and he quoted several more authorities by 

reciting the Dream of Scipio, St. Kenelm, Danial , Joseph‘s 

interpretation of dreams, and Andromache‘s dream. Later he tried 

to avoid being unkind with her he quoted a Latin phrase, which 

he translated mockingly as ―woman was man‘s joy‖. 

Shortly the cock began to run by catching  a sight of a fox, 

Daun Russel, the later cheated the cock by calling him in a low 

voice that he the fox wanted to see if the cock could sing as well 

as his father had done. afterward the fox grasped him by the neck 

and made off with him. Being rescued by the widow, the owner 
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of the land, and her daughters and all the animals of the barnyard, 

Chaucer has used  subtle technique to demonstrate the mock 

heroic epic by comparing this event with the fall of Troy (593-

594). The cock tricked the fox by his own tool. The cock asked 

him to throw few insults on the others. Abruptly the cock flew 

upon the tree, when the fox opened his mouth. And finally the 

fox failed to lure the cock again because he had learned the 

lesson (Austin:34-67). 

III.ii. Themes: 
Chaucer wanted to criticize human beings and the 

meaninglessness of life through his distinctive style to treat the 

simple events in a highly ornamented manner (J. B. Tarrp 

etal:177). The sermon that Chaucer would like to tell is ,also, that 

the fox stands for the devil which wants to seduce the Christian, 

the cock and the widow stands for the church (ibid.). Moreover 

the Tale is of the cock in charge of  hens, which is closely related 

to the priest‘s own authority over women 

(www.exampleessayes.com) 

Using the fable as an amusing means to teach morality, the 

cock has fallen  because of being  proud, which is an immoral 

attitude. Chaucer gives the reader  an idea about flattering and 

flatterers and he helps to censure   this  human aspect. 

Chaucer uses allusions or references to people, places or 

even historical events as Troy, Adam and Eve, cries of Roman 

matrons, and  Josephs  interpretations of dreams…etc., which  

appeal to the reader, so that he can reflect the trivial issue he 

wants to convey. 

Free will is also treated in this tale, God must at all times 

have correct foreknowledge of human actions, since He is the 

Omniscient. As a man has ―free choys‖, he is responsible for the 

good and the evil (Austin:30). 
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III.iii. The Nun’s Priest’s Tale  as a Fable. 
A traditional story or tale that has no proven factual basis, 

is one of the very amusing works of Chaucer. His Tale is a fable 
          Short comic tales making a moral point about 

human nature, usually through animal characters 

behaving in human ways. The great majority are first 

recorded in Ancient Greece or India; they became very 

popular in medieval Europe in both oral and literary 

versions, especially those about the trickster Reynard the 

Fox. By now, many are regarded as traditional English 

tales, their foreign origins forgotten (EnglishFolklore:) 

http://www. answers.com/topic/fable  

Animals which have all abilities that human beings 

have. Those animals have the manners and the attitudes  of  

sophisticated, lively and energetic men, were used 

humorously to censure the meaninglessness of life. Chaucer 

has utilized his animated animals to demonstrate  his mock 

epic style. 

Almost all of  his characters are animals, though they 

are framed by human beings, who appeared at the 

beginning and at the end Just to give  human frame or 

setting to the animal drama which is about to unfold. It also 

gives the sense of connection between  human affairs and 

the animals fable ,which is the main concern of the Tale 

(Austin:22). 

As the source of entertaining and compelling, the 

fable, is what the stage manager, the Host, asked to be told 

to comfort the pilgrims after being depressed and 

disheartened by The Monk‟s Tale. Also to amuse and keep 

the pilgrims amused used to tell traditional fable stories and 

passed on from generation to generation , although they 

started to rely on their oral tradition to pass down their 

histories and worldviews. 

EnglishFolklore:
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Chaucer‘s Fable is notable by his use of the mock 

heroic, which refers to the Bible, myths, historical 

information  and legendary events to obtain his aims out of 

his work. 

Ethical, ethics, moral and morality are the themes 

behind many works of art. Either they are treated directly or 

indirectly, by divergences.  Thus Chaucer employed his 

fable to reflect his sermon to his readers . 
fable, brief allegorical narrative, in verse or prose, 

illustrating a moral thesis or satirizing human beings. 

The characters of a fable are usually animals who talk 

and act like people while retaining their animal traits. 

The oldest known fables are those in the Panchatantra, a 

collection of fables in Sanskrit, and those attributed to 

the Greek Aesop, perhaps the most famous of all 

fabulists(Columbia: ―fable‖). 

Beasts, monsters, creatures and living things  are usually 

represented as characters in a story that was  written in poetry 

to illustrate  and to  teach a moral lesson. That is Chaucer‘s 

Fable. 

  Conclusion 
To appreciate any work of art, nearly, one has got to be 

entertained by its subject. Fable is the genre that almost all those 

who read it or even hear it since their early childhood, feel 

affection for it. What's more, they never forget the moral themes 

it evokes and states. Habitually   these stories become as 

proverbs  in  the cultures of the majority  of the whole world. 

Chaucer had wittily used this genre in his masterpiece The 

Canterbury Tales , in The Nun‟s Priest‟s Tale; which becomes as 

a starting point of gratifying for the pilgrims, as they were  

depressed because of the Monk‘s Tale. Hence, Chaucer 

considered it as a relief for the pilgrims, though it contains many  

ethical themes . Human attitude also was given to Chaucer‘s 

animals in his fable  even if he had framed those animals by the 
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human characters, the widow and her daughters, the animals have 

the ability to use logic  and reason to convince each other. 

However it is Chaucer‘s wittily use of allusion  and citations. 

Chaucer‘s fable is the first English fable that influenced a 

good number of  authors. It refers to many  grand dealings, either 

religious by referring  to the Bible, historical, by mentioning 

Richard the Lionheart; legend, by being related to the Arthurian 

legend; or myths, by giving some descriptions to the falling of 

Troy. Although it has the fable form and being framed by human 

beings, it congregates numerous  subjects, which can be 

deliberate on the perspectives of fable. 

The pedagogical, didactic, instructional, and educational 

technique of writing fable was Kipling‘s writings of his, colonial 

literature, children short stories.His works add together  the old 

style of fable and giving  other information about different kinds 

of animals, their ways of living, their opponents   and how can 

they fight for their survival. Kipling‘s works still attract the 

attentions of the contemporary readers , and viewers who watch 

the animation films of his works and  the children video games 

which contained the characters of his fables. 

Readers are  captured by the great  fables  of Kipling, 

though he was preceded by other fabulists . His characters are 

known by the majority of the world children and adults as well as 

the elders. 

This work is intended not only to present the author‘s 

practical innovations while teaching the 'British Foreign Policy' 

course, but also to arouse the real interest of all those readers 

who want to know Kipling‘s fable and his own creativity. His 

creativity  in fable writings deserves to be investigated more and 

more. 
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 اخلالصة
منذذذج  اذذذر خ، ذذذصر ذا خ،لشذذذا جخل خ،انشذذذ صل خ،  ألخن ذذذا ىذذذ    ذذذ   خ انذذذص  
خ  ب ذذذا خ  حذذذر  بذذذصج ألخ، ذذذ   ائذذذل  ذذذل مذذذع نأل، ذذذي خ،ذذذج ع  مذذذص   ذذذمئألنيص نأل  رألألنيذذذص نأل 
 لرؤنيذذص    ذذ م ئألع بيذذص  ألر ذذن ج،ذذي  ننيذذص  ئذذ  مذذع ن ت خ  وذذصل أل، نيذذص  لذذرن أل و ذذ  

 خ،مم ئا  مع قبل خ،لرخء خ،بص،غ ع ب بت  رخ  يص
  صألل ىجه خ،ملص،ا   ذي   خ،وذألء ىيذل خ،لشذا جخل خ،انشذ صل خ،  ألخن ذا  ذ  

 ص  ((  -     -اوري األ ر )) قشا رال خ،  ع خ،رخىت(( أل رأل  صر   بينغ )) ر   
بصإلوذذذص ا  ،ذذذل ج،ذذذيا  نيذذذص   ذذذصألل  رخ ذذذا خ،لشذذذا جخل خ،انشذذذ صل خ،  ألخن ذذذا ألخشذذذييص 
بصى بصرىذذص ان ذذصج ن ب ذذصج  أل ذذج،ي  اذذرا خ ذذ ن خن خ،لشذذا جخل خ،انشذذ صل خ،  ألخن ذذا  ذذ  
 الج مع ىجخ خ،ان  ألخ،لشا خ،لش رة ،    بينغ  ىالألة ىيل ج،يا ربمص  مذ   ذ  خ،ئذألع  
، ل  ن   رة ىع خ،ورألق ألخ، اصبو ب ع خ،ئمي ع  ي يمص  ألنن رخج  أ   خ،نص مذا ألخ، ذ   ذألا  

 ن ص ج خ، رخ ا 


